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T he place where you can sense
it, almost as much as at any
monument, is at the Time
Warner Cable building on Erie

Boulevard in Syracuse. Today, cus-
tomers stop by to pay their bills or to
pick up a new remote, but the build-
ing still retains the impressive detail
of what it was built to be: the old
NewYork Central railroad station.
The next time you go there and

you’re waiting in line, contemplate
the goodbyes that used to happen in
that building, every day, just a little
more than 70 years ago.
In the early 1940s, thousands upon

thousands of young people from
Central NewYork shouldered their
duffels and left from that train sta-
tion to serve in World War II. Often,
they turned and walked away away
from all they knew while those who
loved them — mothers, fathers,
sweethearts, little brothers or sis-
ters — stood watching. These young
soldiers, sailors or Marines headed

toward basic training, and eventu-
ally toward the bloodshed in Europe,
North Africa or the Pacific.
More than 400,000 Americans

were among the millions killed in
the war. From this region alone,
about 2,700 did not come back. It
is as if we lost an entire village of
young men. It is a loss compounded
today by the lives they never led, the
children they never had ... cascading
absence that becomes the hardest
memorial.
Yet thousands of Central New

Yorkers survived the fighting. Once
the war ended, they crossed the sea
and returned to America, where they
boarded trains that brought them to
Syracuse, back to the railroad sta-
tion. ...
Where they were not the same.
Young men who’d left this town

as little more than children returned
with a very different knowledge of
the world. They accepted the tearful
embrace of those who thanked God

at seeing them again — all those
mothers who’d feared a telegram, in
the middle of the night — and they
set out to build their lives as best
they could.
The youngest veterans of World

War II are now in their late 80s. For
their children and grandchildren and
great-grandchildren, the war that
shaped and defined a generation —
once embodied by the fathers many
of us saw each night, at our kitchen
tables — is shifting into the pages
of history. We are down to the last
of those who came to a hard under-
standing, in the 1940s, about which
truths endure when all you love is
put at risk.
To quote the late Tommy Niland

Jr., of Syracuse — veteran of the
101st Airborne Division, a guy who
was wounded and almost killed in
combat, a guy who came home to
build a basketball program at Le
Moyne College:
“What I learned,” Tommy said of

war, “is that a new car doesn’t mat-
ter.”
If you knew that generation, you

know what he meant. A lot of these
soldiers came home to spend quiet
lives in factories, and their lives made
evident what they saw as important:
A cup of coffee, in the morning,
with your wife. The sound of your
children breathing quietly, before you
slept at night. The everyday reality
that any moment of beauty, on any
routine day — a sunset, a toddler’s
laughter, a robin in the yard — is
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By Stephen Sarsfield Bowman
As our American fami-

lies rush headlong into our
dementia epidemic, the most
frequently unspoken question
is, “When is the individual
gone”? If my mom can no lon-
ger recognize her children, is
my mother gone? Is the husk
of her body a vestige of only
my memory, but not her soul,
as her spiritual journey has
seemingly ended? This is the
heart-wrenching dilemma of
what some mistakenly call the
state of the living dead.
The issue of continued pres-

ence or vacancy of a loved
one goes to the heart of the
dementia tragedy, and equally
important, how we care for
and support those who are

afflicted. After 20 years as a
dementia care provider, and
many successes and setbacks,
I feel that as a society, we err
on the side of resignation and
aversion, and are very quick to
let go and give over the care
to a stultifying institutional
model. This is a tragedy for
both the needs of the sufferer
and the needs of family care-

givers. The benefit of uncondi-
tional love, after all, goes both
ways.
We tend to turn away from

loved ones with dementia
because, one, they often fail
to recognize their family and
friends at a certain point in
the progression of the disease,
which tends to force a surren-
der to hopelessness, and two,
they can sometimes become
agitated and even angry when
they are visited, thus discour-
aging the effort. I think this
is why up to 80 percent of
my residents fail to receive
any regular family visitors;
in many nursing homes, this
number is much higher.
To understand these reac-

tions, one needs to appre-
ciate the disease process.
Essentially, most forms of
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If there were a boxing
match between red and blue
states over the best model for
jobs and economic growth,
red states with Republican
governors and legislatures
would be winning the early
rounds over the blue states,
like NewYork, that are run
by Democrats.
Red states generally have

lower tax rates, lower gov-
ernment spending and less
regulation and are pro-energy
development. Blue states
generally have high govern-
ment spending, high taxes,
heavy regulation and restric-
tions on oil and gas drilling.

Red states are growing jobs
and population at three times
the rate of blue states.
NewYork state behaves

like a punch-drunk heavy-
weight champ, staggering to
stay in the ring, while other
states, more nimble and
quick, take shots at stealing
its population and indus-
tries. Even the “I Love NY”
campaign wasn’t persuasive
enough to dissuade over 3
million NewYorkers from
packing their bags and leav-
ing the state between 2003
and 2010. The politically
driven campaigns about New
York being a great place for
business belie the fact that
from 1990 to 2014, New
York state had job growth of
9 percent when red states had
three times that amount. The
Small Business Index has
NewYork near the very bot-

tom, 48 out of 50, for having
a business-friendly economic
environment. Since 1980,
NewYork state has lost 10
congressional seats along
with their power and influ-
ence. Not only is NewYork
losing the battle for jobs, but
at this rate, it is going down
for the count.
NewYork’s attempts at

economic development have
been losers. The Empire
Zone legislation, which
ended in 2008, cost taxpay-
ers over $1.5 billion. Though
its initial purpose was to help
distressed businesses, by
the time Albany legislators
were through with amend-
ments, tax credits were being
given to ongoing businesses
and special zones were not
needed. As pointed out in a

Crowds fill Salina Street in Syracuse Sept. 4, 1945, to celebrate the end of World War II. A Syracuse Herald-Journal article the next day said the city was honoring “all who served” as
a “heart-stirring tribute to Onondaga servicemen and homefront workers who helped bring peace to a warring world.” (Images courtesy of the Onondaga Historical Association)
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Post-Standard investigative series, “shirt
changers” could just change the name
of their company and pocket millions
of taxpayer dollars. Start-Up NewYork,
the latest attempt at economic develop-
ment, looks no better. The legislation is
drafted loosely, the definitions of entitle-
ment are subject to wide interpretations,
the requirement of being on a SUNY
campus is subject to manipulation and
accountability is questionable. To date,
$47 million has been spent on marketing,
with projected expenditures for three
years at $323 million. The number of
jobs so far is 76. The state should throw
in the towel before there is more hemor-
rhaging of taxpayer money.
What NewYork state needs is a com-

prehensive economic strategy. Granting
benefits on a crazy quilt of metrics —
only to new businesses, or if the business
is located on a state university campus,
or if the employees are new — ends up
catering to special interests. It is confus-
ing. It is an insult to all those businesses
that have been playing by the rules
instead of looking to game the system.
Gimmicks and complexity undercut the
message that a state is business-friendly.
Successful red states invariably have
taxes and regulations that affect all busi-
nesses uniformly.
NewYork doesn’t even make the

undercard in being competitive for
attracting new companies. It’s on “a
one-way trip to Palookaville.” Jobs are

our lifeblood. To be a serious contender,
NewYork needs to stop tap dancing and
revamp itself for bare-knuckle competi-
tion. NewYork’s personal income tax
rate, 8.8 percent, is over 33 percent
greater than in Ohio and Michigan.
Property taxes, dividend and interest
taxes and energy costs are all 33 percent
more here. Our gas tax is virtually dou-
ble that of Ohio. Debt per capita is twice
that of Ohio and Michigan. On every
front, NewYork is not competitive. And
it is a travesty that we have a Legislature
unwilling to make necessary changes. In
catering to special interests for contribu-
tions and votes and groveling to political
bullies to keep their jobs, our legislators
are selling out the taxpayers.
If NewYork state were a red state,

competitive with at least Ohio and
Michigan, without even matching
Florida and Texas, we could still be
champs. We have all the other benefits
for a high quality of life and the most
beautiful places in the county for living
and recreation. Companies would be
clamoring to open up businesses in New
York. Job opportunities would abound.
Blue states are under the misguided

impression that government exists to
create benefits for its people. However,
the primary purpose is to create jobs and
opportunities. People want benefits only
if there are no other ways out. Red states
are doing a far better job at this — and
the sooner we eliminate the backward
blue thinkers from Albany, the better off
we will be.

We’d fare better if NY were red
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dementia are caused by a corro-
sive protein buildup on our brain
cells that govern our short-term
memories. This will progress and
cause mild short-term memory
loss, depression and agitation, but
that is just the beginning. This
confusion will progress to a point
of a greater loss not only of mem-
ory, but also a sense of time and
place, and lead to bewilderment.
Ultimately, communication skills
completely break down, leading
to periods of random repetitive
motion, and finally, to a vegeta-
tive state.
There is another way to think of

the dementia experience as short-
term memory recedes: Patients
live increasingly as if long-term
memories captured on an old-time
movie reel play in the back of
their minds. Progressively, as they
lose short-term memory, they will
live, quite literally, in their past.
When people tell me they

stop visiting Mom because she
doesn’t recognize them, or mis-
takes them for someone else, I
remind them that they remember
them as younger, without weight
gain or loss or graying of hair.
Maybe you really do look like
Uncle Bob now? And as to the
agitation and anger, that can be
explained by considering whether
their long term-memories were
not very good ones. Perhaps the
marriage was abusive? Financially
strained? Difficult years growing
up? Drugs or alcohol involved?
When I see angry behavior in
dementia residents, I understand
that they are probably responding

to some memory in their past that
is largely unconnected to their
immediate environment. And in
that sense, one can argue that time
travel really is not only possible,
but happens every day.
So, when has the dementia suf-

ferer left us? When has her soul
departed and the spiritual peregri-
nation ended?
For me, I believe that the soul

abides, and the journey continues
right up to the end. And I say this
for three reasons:
First, no sentient human beings

lose a sense of time and space.
Close your eyes and try to imag-
ine time stopping, or try to imag-
ine one’s nonexistence. It cannot
be done; time never stops, one
cannot imagine nothingness. We
are simply hard-wired for time
and space. So is the dementia
patient.
Second, because a person with

dementia dwells largely in long-
term memory, spiritual insights
and constructs will remain vital as
they are usually embedded in our
youthful memories.
I might have become a raging

atheist in my 20s, but I was also
an altar boy at 10, and those early
memories will always nurture a
sense of comfort, reverence and
wonder. It is in this very real
sense that God will remain con-
stant to those patients, of what-
ever faith, who embraced God in
their early years.
And third, though a dementia

sufferers might lose some powers
of reason and speech, they never
lose their intuition. They know
who is kind, impatient or indiffer-
ent. They recognize and respond

to a loving word, a gentle touch or
a familiar, soothing melody. They
are still in the world and react-
ing to the way they are treated by
their world.
The most common mistake

families make in dealing with
dementia is to insist upon dwell-
ing in the present. While this
is understandable because we
fear abandonment, it is likely to
only cause frustration. When in
conversation, I suggest that dis-
cussions about fond memories
of the past — a marriage, birth,
parents or meaningful victories
— would elicit more comfort and
joy. Another consideration would
be to share religious themes and
rituals such as the rosary, the
Haggadah or Gospels. This touch-
es and comforts them in a way
that penetrates multiple emotional
layers and needs.
I appreciate the difficulty that

the adult child or spouse has in
maintaining an active and loving
relationship when so little love is
returned. But any care aide who
has walked this journey to the end
knows how gratifying and reward-
ing the effort of love can be.
Oftentimes because our dementia
patients are left alone by their
families, our care aides become
the last primary relationship in
their lives. Those aides know
with certainty that they are doing
God’s work and reap the benefits
of unconditional love.
To families suffering in the

grip of dementia, I urge you to be
more patient, and trust your intu-
ition that the loved one is ever-
abiding, and the spiritual journey
continues for both of you.

Accompany your loved one
through dementia challenges
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Onemore salute on Salina Street

Young people gather in downtown Syracuse to celebrate the end of World War II. (Photo courtesy of OHA)

something guys you loved, the
guys who didn’t make it home,
would never see.
Plenty of men and women built

their world upon these truths.
Only a precious few are here,

for the 70th anniversary of the
war’s end. But we still have elders
who lived out the story, elders
who were little more than kids
when the bombs fell on Pearl
Harbor; whether they were drafted
or enlisted, they went downtown
with those they loved, said their
goodbyes, then climbed onto
those trains.
Many, but not all of them,

returned. Most, but not all of
them, now are gone.
That speaks to one great

chance.
One more parade.
If we wait another five years,

for the 75th anniversary, it will be
too late: The youngest veterans
will be well into their 90s. For all
of us in Syracuse, the impending
remembrance of the end of the
war offers a last public opportu-
nity to remind our children and
grandchildren of all that was in
danger, of all that a generation
sacrificed.
In 1945, when the fighting

stopped, there were two separate
downtown celebrations: The city
erupted with utter madness on

Aug. 14, at the announcement of
the Japanese surrender. A flood of
people overwhelmed the heart of
Syracuse, where men and women
— often strangers — screamed,
laughed, kissed and danced.
Newspapers of the time

reported on how several mothers
who’d lost their sons during the
war came downtown to witness
the euphoria, living out a truth of
such pain it was almost beyond
words: In each case, the only
possible solace was in believing
the sacrifice made this future pos-
sible, for someone else.
For us.
A month later, on Sept. 4, 1945,

Central NewYork gathered for
a formal celebration: There was
a Victory Parade led by Forrest
Vosler, an Upstate man who’d
earned the Medal of Honor. More
than 100,000 spectators jammed
South Salina Street. Onlookers
threw confetti from tall buildings.
The great crowd assembled at
Clinton Square, then went home
to begin the first steps of moving
past the war.
Many Central NewYorkers

in uniform could not be there,
that day. Countless thousands
remained on duty in September
1945. Their great homecoming
would continue, in a quieter way,
over the following months. Young
veterans returned, sought out jobs
and began raising their families.

As the decades went by, their
numbers dwindled year by year,
although some are still with us, in
their 80s and 90s.
They are here to tell their sto-

ries, to serve as witnesses. …
Still here, if we ask them, to

take part in a parade.
And why not? Why not pick a

Sunday in mid-August and bring
as many of those veterans down-
town as possible? Why not give
them one more ride along South
Salina Street, through the heart of
this city that’s been theirs since
childhood, one last civic thank
you for everything they gave to
us?
We find ways in this town to

argue about almost everything, yet
every now and then some ques-
tion should transcend debate. In
August, we’ll mark 70 years since
the end of World War II, and we
still have these men and women
who put everything at risk, and
we have a chance — this precious
chance — to gather as a commu-
nity and tell them, one more time:
We know how much you did

for us, when you got on that train.

Sean Kirst is a columnist with The
Post-Standard. Email him at skirst@
syracuse.com or write to him in care of
The Post-Standard, 220 S.Warren St.,
Syracuse 13202.
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